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Nigel Bond verlor Sonntagabend (7. 5.) das Finale der VIENNA SNOOKER OPEN 2017
gegen 
David Grace
2:5, und wurde somit erneut Zweiter. Beide Spieler nahmen sich unmittelbar nach der Partie
Zeit um sich mit 15reds.at zu unterhalten.

  

Hier ist das Interview mit NIGEL BOND.

  

  

...VSO 2017: David Grace und Nigel Bond kurz vor dem Finale...
[Foto © 2017 Clemens Kunkel]

  

Well done, Nigel. You came very close as you were basically one ball away from going
3:0 up. What happened?

  

"There were quite a few big turning points in the match. Obviously for me to get snookers, to
win the second frame and go 2:0 up, that was a big frame for me to win. And then I looked like
going 3:0 up, missed a long yellow. Probably if that yellow had gone in, that would have been
3:0. Dave came back and got the snooker, that obviously was a turning point for him, that got
him a sort of foothold in the match. And then the sixth frame as well, it could have gone back to
three-each but at 4:2 down I was with my back up against the wall, really. There was just a few
little rubs and nudges and kisses here and there, that was the difference."

  

For a seasoned pro, how is it to play the VIENNA SNOOKER OPEN?
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"It’s a great little tournament. The organization, from getting picked up at the airport to the hotels
for sponsoring the event, the team are doing a fantastic job. I am always looking forward to
coming back every year. There’s been some other professionals here so it’s tough to win. I lost
in two finals now so maybe next time. Third time lucky?"

  

How do you look back on your season on the Main Tour?

  

"I had not reached a ranking semi-final for 14 years and then I got to the semi-final in India and I
got to the semi-final in Gibraltar. But unfortunately, where I needed to pick up points in other
tournaments I didn’t. I had a lot of first-round losses. I kept my place on the tour because of the
one-year-list. That was a little bit disappointing. Because I didn’t finish in the top 64, I have to
start with zero points next year but I have got a two-year card. So there will be 40, 50 events
over the next two years and hopefully I’ll be able to take my chances in some of them and get
back up there."

  

The professional tour has changed massively since Barry Hearn took over seven years
ago. Back then you had to wait two months for the next tournament as there were only
six tournament a year.

  

"It was no good. There were not enough tournaments and we were part-time professionals,
really. Now the game has gone more global and we play the full 12 months now. So it’s a busy
schedule."

  

Could you imagine seeing an Austrian player on the Main Tour?

  

"The young boy (Florian Nüßle, EW) did well here. And also, I played an Austrian player in the
Last 32 (Philipp Koch, EW). He had chances to beat me, he played well, also. It would be good
for Austria if a player did come through. That would give the game more profile over here. The
interest is there."

  

For someone to make it on the tour, he has to move to England, right?
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"All the qualifiers are in the UK and you need match practice against other good players. So
yes, that is the way forward to any overseas player. But there are costs involved as well, of
course."

  

Maybe we should stage the VSO every month so the pro’s would come over to Vienna
more often..?

  

"Haha, that’s right. Let’s make it a ranking event!"

  

- Eric Willemsen
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